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WAR BULLETINS
Dover, Aug. 13. (via London)
Heavy cannonading heard here

early this

TROUBLE BREWS

morning, the report
The

coming from the northwest
firing lasted an hour.

Paris, Aug. 13. It is declared
here that the alleged purchase
by Turkey of the German cruisers Goeben and Breslau, a announced at Constlntinople, probably will be the subject of a demand for explanation on the part
of France and her allies:,.'.';;

IN MEXICO
AGAIN
"FIRST CHIEF" HOLDS UP AMMU
MILITARY

Paris, Aug. 13. The Dutch government today officially gave the
French government renewed assurance of it- neutrality In the
present conflict and of it firm intention to make it respected and
would strongly resist any attempt
to enter it territory.
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Upwards of 200 dead German solLATTER WANTS FORMER TO RE
diers were counted In a space of 60
TIRE AS CHIEF HIGH MOGUL
yards square.
OF THE GOVERNMENT
and some
i V !
A church, a brewery
II
'
1
lLlU
2
houses in Haelen were set afire and
W.
two bridges over the Demar were deMAZATLAN FIGHT SANGUINARY
Paris, Aug. 13. The official decstroyed by Belgian engineers.
war
on
of
France
laration
by
colGreat quantities of booty were
Austria-Hungarwa
made pub-Ti- c
lected on the battlefield and this has
CONQUEROR TEARS DOWN MANY
her
today.
'
A
V (
,
been stacked in front of the town hall
!.
',
SIGNS PROCLAIMING GER- were
also
capof DiesL Many horses
13.
Ambassador
London,
MAN PROTECTION
Aug.
;
tured.
Walter Hines Page takes over the
The strength of the German column
affairs of the
was about five thousand men.
Washington, Aug. 13. Reports of
embassy here tomorrow.
When a patrol of carbineers ' first
friction between Carranza
signalled at the approach of the Ger
and Villa, constitutionalist leaders la
Aug. 13. It has
Washington,
':::':
S
man troops yesterday at Haelen the
been decided to impose the came
Mexico, that reached a
manned the trench and a
Belgians
on French and English
AUSTRIA-HUNGARcensorship
when
ON
WAR
the "first chief directed that
DECLARES
ENGLAND
fire ereeted the German soldiers. The
cables as I now imposed on Ger'
the
from
were
ammunition
Cerman guns
consigned to him (Villa)
brought
man owned wireless station
at
rear and the Belgians were obliged to
be
held
at
up
Tamplco, brought a long
Sayville, L. I., and Tuckerton, N.
go back.
dormant phase of the Mexican situaJ.
were
Reinforcemenuts
quickly
Sound oi Heavy Gun Firing Early This Morning Heard at Dover
tion to the front today. Carranza's Burthe
and
however
Germans,
up
brought
Wireless
Waters
the
Battle
on
Indicate
den order to halt the ammunition was
Communication
May
in spite of the numerical superiority,
the first indication he had given of
GOVERNMENT
of
REEIEF
Coast
the
and
Between
Long
Established
Germany
vere repulsed, suffering severely.
:i
interference with the
An official communique issued today
Island May Break Dead Lock of Censorship.
of Villa's army In Chihuahua,
FOR STiiANBED FOtKS
confirms yesterday's success ot the
Villa wants Carranza to retire on
Telgan troops over the German at Haechief."- He insists that a civ:'.
"tirst
len. It says the German casualties
n
to
Instead
of a miiiiary, government l1"
am '
s
,
SIX
FOR
TO
SOON
START
VESSELS
Developments in t.He war zone, which appears chiefly confined
y
vere very heavy, three fifths of their
news
over
to conduct the election;-- ,
to
strict
the
established
made
are
consorshlp
owing
vague
EUROPEAN PORTS TO BRING
territory,
in the encounter being M
troops
engaged
i
thoughout the southern republic; thr t
TOURISTS HOME
relating to military movements.
killed or wounded, while the BelgianJ
land laws be executed In confirmation
!
Direct communication by wireless was established between Germany
cacualties are reported as relatively
with
the Mexican constitution; thai
13.
Immediate
new
Washington, Aug.
small.
and the United States today. The first information received by the
the federal army be dissolved, but that
to
to
six
vessels
charter
of
at
go
Muelhausen.
Europe
toGermans
the
reverses
by
route indicated French
Another official communication
for Americans, was agreed on today deserving officers and! men be admit
Positions occupied by the main French, Belgian and British forces, how. day says:
Secretaries McAdoo, Garrison and ted to the new army and that amnesty
by
The Belgian cavalry division this
,
ever, are not permitted to be disclosed, even approximately, so that their
Daniels and Assistant Secretary 'Phil- be given to all political offenders, ex4
morning took up the offensive against
In the
plan of campaign cannot be assumed.
lips of the state department. They cept those involved
the Germans who were defeated In
plot
thousand
will
As to the German forces, indications from various sources point to
passengers
carry
eight'
yesterday's battle of Haelen with the
at as reasonable rates of passage s
the concentration of the main body with its right wing in Belgium and Its object, it is believed, of picking up the
Is
to
Remove German Sign
have
said
"left wing in the Ducny of Luxemburg. The German staff
possible.
dead and wounded and collecting the
and
United States Ship CaliOn
Board
stateeastern
Belgium
the
frontier,
made
this
facing
Secretary McAdoo
gathered 26 army corps along
abandoned material of war.
Mazatian), Aug. 12. Oa
fornia,
(via
ment:
France. Many of these troops probably are stationed In. the great fort,
"No German surprise was expected
"It was determined by the relief assuming command of Mazatian today.
resses In Alsace and Lorraine, and along the Rhine. One dispatch asthere are no reasons to fear any
and
to charter six vessels and Governor Riveros of the constitutioncommittee
serts the defense of Germany's Russian frontier has been left to armies German cavalry movement on Brussels CRUISEH RAINBOW
GOVERNMENT
BRITISH
or-would
it
soldiers
trained
are
made up of reserves. Although all of these
put them in condition as quickly as alist administration, immediately
from the south, all roads leading to
doom &a
the
from
oonsiderable
dered
removed
a
their
for
neucleus
a
as
to
to
organization
them
leave
send
natural
and
to
seem
.Europe
poteible
the capital being guarded by the Bel
REACHES VICTORIA GUARANTEES THE BANK to transport American citizens to this windows of all German stores signs
force from the active army.
gian army and the civic guards."
there reading
;
country. It Is estimated that it would which had been placed
The dispositions and strength of the French invaders in Alsace, of
According to ijezoir German casunder
German
protection of
property,
an-- i
to
weeks
but
are
three
provision
ualties during yesterday's fighting in BRITISH WAR VESSELS ON PACI- LONDON MARKET RELIEVED BY tpke
which they are said to hold a long line within the German border,
German
Leipzig."
the
cruiser,
otherwise equip the ships for this
the vicinity of Haelen totaled about
ACTION AND MANY BILLS
kept rigidly secret
FIC COAST ALL ACCOUNTThe Leipzig has left here and la
service and to get them to Europe.
Gerkilled
of
the
divided
between
Dardanelles
in
2,000,
DISCOUNTED
the
arrival
equally
On the sea the reported safe
ED FOR
now
off San Francisco.
They will take care of about 8,000
man cruisers Goeben and Breslau had led to rumors of their probable and wounded.
next act of the new governor
The
persons.
The Belgian casualties are not preLondon, Aug. 13. The action of the
dismantling until the end of the war.
to
was
B. C Aug. 13. The Canlevy a forced loan of $100,000;
Vancouver,
war
of
"The
will
take
secretary
to
In the north Atlantic, although Rear Admiral Cradock has declared it cisely known, but are declared
in
British
on
guarding
all
government
foreign merchants.
Rainbow reached
charge of all arrangements In conneccomprise only a few dead and many adian cruiser
clear of German cruisers as far south as Trinidad, the French liner
loss
opera- tion with the
from
In
three days of fighting whichi
the
discounting
against
forwardand
outfitting
at 6 a. m. today, convoying the
wounded.
which was to leave yesterday with French reservists, was held
has greatly relieved the mar- ing these ships. It has not been deter accompanied the evacuation of the city;
tions
The newspaper adds that the Ger- British man of war Shearwater. The
In New York by erders from France,
ket here and a large number of bills mined what points these vessels will the federals the constitutionalist losses
after being re- Algerine is
man
troops
expected in, later today.
were brought today to the Bank of i touch in Europe. They will go to'in killed and wounded is estimated at
In the North sea, which the British government says may be stnewn
and that firing began again at
and discounted at the rate those places where it may be later
uib
wiith mines, the main squadrons of British battleships are still out, but pulsed
England
lne nospuai siau
5 o'clock
this morning when fresh
Flotsam Accounted for
of 5 per cent, and occasionally more.
fornia is caring for the wounded.
their position is not publicly known. Neither is the location of the main
can
nossihlf.
relief
ereatest
thn
Belgian troops were sent to the front
General Alvaradao, In command of
San Francisco, Aug. 13. The arriv
German fleet.
offnrripfl tn AmpricnTia
in support of their comrades who had
BRANSON MADE POSTMASTER
forces In the
constitutionalist
the
al today at Victoria of the British
terms
from the direction of the North sea. em entrance to the English channel, fought throughout yesterday.
the
of
"Under the
appropria
Santa Fe, Aug. 13. David B. Bran- tion for this
sU op of war Shearwater, in convoy of
state
of Sonora, has been placed under
the
say heavy cannonading lasting an hour was heard this morning coming
government
purpose
The German troops in other parts of
the cruiser Rainbow clears up the son has been appointed postmaster at is to be reimbursed, that Is, so far as
t 'ith a11 hi8 staff b order ot
fro mthe directiojn of tne North sea.
Belgium are understood to be gather- naval
N. M.
on this coast.
Governor
Kirk,
situation
war
Great
Maytorena, and taken to Hop- of
to.
declaration
The
able
be
to
the
the
by
The
passengers may
fleet, owing
ing In all the railroads cars they can
moslllo.
.
rstes of passage will be made as rea-Britain, together with that of Germany, is said to be in the Ariatic, where find. A passenger train near Warem-me- s
It was recently occupied In blockad'ng the Montenegrin coast.
soi able as possible."
was halted iby a German cavalrv
Carranza Near Mexico City
The British squadron In the Mediterranean is strong and has the suppatrol and the passengers Jeft in the
El
Paso, Texas, Aug. 13. General
Amerl-ca- n
open country, the train with its enport there of almost the entire French fleet.
Washington, Aug. 13. President Wilson, a head of the
Carranza himself arrived today at
gineer being taken toward the German
fojrce of German cavalry supBelgian reports assert that a
MORGAN MAY RAISE Tula, Hidalgo, less than 50 miles north(
Red Cross, today appealed to the American people to
lir.es.
war
of
the
lck
wounded
and
of
for
relief
ported by Infantry and artillery, after severe fighting around Haelen.wa
ute
the
yldier
money
of Mexico City, said an official report
'
The German troops In Luxemburg
thrown back toward Liege by a division of Belgian cavalry with Infantry
of the European nation. The appeal conclude: "I confidently
received today by agents here. He
numberare said to" be starving and many of
and artillery. The. German killed and wounded are said to have
LOAN was reported as hav Ing Joined there
the humanity and liberality of the people of the United
FRENCH
that
hope
ed three-fifth- s
of the 5,000 men engaged, while those of the Belgians are rethem, are reported to have dropped
States, so often manifested in the past will cause them to respond
his eastern and western zone cbiefat
unconscious
owing to their privations.
and generously to this appeal."
ported "relatively .light."
promptly
preparatory to entering the national
I
The French foreign minister denies a German report of the capture In some of the dead officers' pockets
.
INQUIRES OF GOVERNMENT, AND capltaL
Moselle.
potatoes were found, while the soldiers
IF NEUTRALITY WOULD
by Germans of a French Infantry regiment at Briey, Muerthe el
General Villa, the northern commaii-de- r,
BE INVOLvE
battle before Muelhausen to are said to have dug up unripe turnips
. Swiss reports assert the Franco-Germameanwhile is visiting several
and eaten them.
have been so severe that the neighboring hospital accommodations provla the zone his troops dominate.
points
A party of 500 German prisoners ar
ed absolutely inadequate.
Washington, Aug. 13. J. P. Morgan Ha did not arrive today at Juarez,
rived today 'at Ath, in the province of
and Company, have inquired of the as was expected but left for a visit f t
NAPOLEON AGAINST THE COALITION OF 1813.
Many Germans In Berlin have placed their homes at the disposal of Hainaut.
Many of the soldiers belong
s
stranded Americans.
state department what tfc.9 United Nieves, a town near Parral.
French
force.
ing to the German Uhlands found dead
tl was announced officially that Vil-l- :i
500,000
Sweden
and
of
Spain
England, Prussia, Rft;a
States government's attitude would he
The battle centered around Haelen la Belgium were declared, after a post Allied force
Brussels, (via London), Aug. 13.
would return north, and soon would
FORCES AGAINST NAPOLEON IN 1815.
The fighting yesterday between the in the Belgian province of Limourg, mortem, to have starved to death
toward a French war loan of several issue an
.350,000
Important statement bearing
A Belgian official communication French troop
Eelgian and German armies In the extending to Dlest In the north of the
hundred millions to be floated In this on his relation with Carranba.
English-Dutc93,000;
150,000;
him
210,000;
Austria,
Russia,
vicinity of Dlest lasted the entire day province of Brabant, after passing today says that a German force pro- Against
country.
..669,000
Prussia, 116,000; total
ceeding in the direction of Egrezee, to
and constituted the first considerable round Zeelhem.
It Is also understood that certain
1914
Carbajal Quit
AND
THE
KAISER,
AGAINST
AUSTRIA
ALLIED
At 7 o'clock last evening all the the north of Najnur, was attacked
baltle of the 'war.
the
Mexico City, Aug. 13. Provisional
houses
have
financial
approached
war
Include
only:)
strength
menfollowing
figure
present
towns
'
and repulsed this morning by the Bel
(The
It will he known as the battle of country between the three
3,060,000
government with a view to ascertain President Carbajal left Mexico City
Haelen. Sheila were Btill falling attloned had been cleared of German gian troops. The Germans suffered German and Austrian troops
Belgium
ing its attitude toward an Austrian on a special train early today for
628,306;
Great
Britain,
12,250,000;
France,
1,905,000;
half past seven In the evening on the troops except the dead and wounded severe casualties. The Belgians cap- Russia,
Cnm The c'tv is nu'et.
4
Iran
for an unnamed amount
636,306
s
350,000; Servia, 400,000, total
iContlnued on Page Five)
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Defense of the Mediterranean Left to the
French Fleet by Great Britain.
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When Europe Fought Napoleon, and the
Odds of the Battle Today
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and scientists and educators from as
fur away as the University of WarHELPLESS AS BABY
Lai NVpjLooiingjStopo
saw, Poland. There were Included o
boys and girls from the leading families of the city and all joined In when
Professor R. R. Larkln and Charlos Down in Kind Unable to Work,
South SicloTVyi
LrtabuAoet ISfet
J. Andrews led In the singing, Mrs.
od What Helped Her.
Lansing Bloom playing, the accompaniment. .
The lecture on Poland and the Poles
Anna
Summit Point, W. Va.-- Mis.
which followed, by Professor Alexan- Belie Emey, of this place, says: ' I sufder Janowskl, aroused the greatest en- fered for 15 years with an awful pain n
caused from womanly
thusiasm among the audience, which tny rightandside,
doctored lots for it, but with-o- ut
trouble,
nor.
filled the large assembly room
success. 1 sultered sovefy much,
continues with unabated interest. We started out to but only
also crowded under the portal to that I hmnD rfnum in mind, and ashelD- was in the worst kind
less as a baby,
make this the best August w the store's history aud with get through doors and! windows, a of
Wasuaiibje to do any work.
shape.
of the superb stereopticon
womar's
I began taking arMr-fhBAR" glimpse
of
is
lull
store
The
it.
we
first
are
slides
doing
reproducing
entrancing scenes Ionic, and eofwlief from the very Dot-iihelp
your
In Poland and to hear the lecturer dose. By the time I had taken 12
mv health waa eomoletely restored,
GAINS the kind that you have to buy and new lots who told of the heroic fight of the
1 am now 48
years years old, but feel as
for liberty, their important place gooa as i ma wnen oniy iu.
are being added from time to time We want you to Poles
In the history of Europe, their ambiCardul certainly saved me from losin
mv mind, and I feel it mv duty to spea
vote
A
thanks
of
tions
and
so
longings.
of
share
these,
have your
Its favor. I wish I had some power
was tendered him and an impromptu in
over poor, suffering women, and could
; rmeptlon after the lecture turned into
make them know the good it would do
a tremendous ovation, so much so, them."
If you suffer from any of the ailments
that Professor Janowskl strangely
it win cenainiy o
to
peculiar
moved by the outburst of sympathy for worth vnur women,
while to five Cardui a trial
Poland, declared, that he had not had It has been helping weak women for
name appears on the parliamentary auother so Inspiring and delightful an more man ou years, ana win ncip yvu,
too.
ballot. Mr. Larson Is a witty speaker evening anywhere in the United States
Try Cardul. Your druggist sells iL
and his presentation of his segment of as at Santa Fe and promised he would
Mdlelna Co., UdiW
WriUU:
Rngllsh constitutional history dealing take home to his people the message advisory DaoWChattanooga
Chattanoofa, Tnn., (or SfxM
and
on
book, Horn
InttTMctint
your
all
New
Mexico's
from
tui
capital, urging
with parliament gave him ample opporTrMtmwt for Woman." In plain wrappar. M O. IS)
Mexico
who
to
New
could
visit
those
that
and
anecdotes
for
quips
tunity
caused many a titter to run around and Santa Fe.
tlid circle.
The musical program was up to the ed should always be given by a scien
standard
including Polish music espe- tist of especially high attainments on
The old fashioned singing school at
The
chorus sang Poland's Na a subject of deep scientflo interest,
cially..
twilight in the patio was a pronuoneed
a success. It must have given every pa- tional Anthem while the audience stood will be delivered on Frldap eveningINTEREST triot a whole lot of joy to see three in reverence; Professor Tello plaped by Miss Alice C. Fletcher of WashingSCENE OF UNUSUAL
COTTON-WOODhundred and more people join In the one of Wieniawskl's most charming ten, D. C, holder of the Thaw Fellow
PRESENTED UNDER
Charles J. Andrews sang a ship of the Peabody Museum of Har
OF OLD PALACE
patriotic and old heart songs that were melodies;
Rubinstein
melody and Mrs. Van vard University. Her subject will be
on the program, from My Country
The an
Stone
Chopin's "Nocturne, "World Tribal Movements."
played
Old
Oaken
13.
The
'TIs
to
Bucket,
of
"The
Thee
Suffrag
Santa Fe. Aug.
Mrs.
l
com
encored.
one
Charles
each
the
to
managing
being
reception
ette," and the "Wild Women of Eng although It was Dixie and the Battle E. Doll was the
Ar
the
of
American
of
School
accompanist
the
mittee
of
were
Prosung
Hymn of the Republic that
land," figured in the lecture of
Mu
Antonio
State
of
of
the
and
the regents
chaeology
fessor Lawrence M. Larson to the sum- with a view to make the stars dance evening. Secretary
over the meeting with seum of New Mexico will be combined
mer Bchool. Ha traced the orlign of and the lady in the moon to clap her Lucero presided
and eloquence, he being one of at that time with the reception to
the feministic movement In Great Bri hands. It was a distinguished audi- grace
of the summer school.
the
directors
Miss Fletcher and will undoubtedly
tain and held the tense attention of ence too for there were present the
forethe greatest social event of the
be
were
listeners
this
the
Startled
federal
aa-dthe
the
state,
chief justice of
the big crowd that had gathered
showsr.
The music will be of an extraor
L.
Hewett
Dr.
when
noon,
the
Edgar
scretary
district
In
the
the
woods
of
Judge,
the
cotton
Judge,
the
patio
on
costume
the
of
the
that
ed
federal
dinary character and will Include sevpriest
Old Palace, presenting a scene of un- of state and many other state,
Palen-que- , eral
Indian songs, by Charles J.
"Cross"
from
the
the
officials.
On
magnificent
Profesand
lady's
county
usual interest. Incidentally,
a violin solo by Miss Virginia
one of the finest sculptures of
sor Larson proved that New Mexico side, Mrs. McDonald represented the
and several other numbers.
not
Btan
out
was
resembled,
times,
and
mansion
only
piehistoric
VIII
executive
society
ewes statehood to King Henry
and that if the primary system Is to in hill force. On the scientific side but in some particulars, was identical
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
survive the short ballot must be adopt- there were men like President Boyd with that of the priests in the Coin
most prompt and effectual cure
week.
The
last
Santo
Dance
at
H.
Roberts
H.
Domingo
Dr.
F.
,
one
of
the
as
in
ed
university
England where only
Azis Chamberlain's Colic,
diarrhoea
for
of
at
first
the
Dr. Hewett spoke
tecs, "The Romans" of the New World Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When
as the Mayas were "The Greeks" of given as soon as the first unnatural
America. He then took up the Maya looseness of the bowels appear one
culture in the Umacinta valley, dwell dose Is nearly always sufficient to efing particularly on the fine ruins at fect a cure. It should be kept at
PaJenque where the School of Anieii- - hand ready for Instant use. For sale
can Archaeology has been given a by all dealers. Adv.
concession to carry on excavations,
REPUBLICANS OF RIO ARRIBA
He also dwelt on the ruins of Tikal,
Santa Fe, Aug. 13. The republican
to
scultures.
the
Referring
especially
the work that he is doing at San county convention of Rio Arriba counDigo, to present graphically the work ty meets at Espanola on Friday. That
of the prehistoric people of the south- of Taos meets the following day at
west as well as in Mexico and Central Taos, Both counties propose to send
America, he explained the bold plan delegations to Santa Fe, who will be
of placing the art work of the Aztecs on deck to a man rather than by
and Mayas side by side with that of proxy. The Santa Fe republican coun"I am satisfied," cays a prominent physician, that coffee Is
modern artists and gave assurance that ty convention meets at Santa Fe on
responsible In a great degree for the premature breakdown of
the ancients will not suffer by the Friday and the democratic convention
on Saturday.
.
The republican pri
comparison for the boldness and beau
our active men and women.
maries
took
last night.
place
and
at
scultures
of
the
Palenque
ty
orderliness and intrl
their
r
Qulrigua,
They suffer from caffeine poisoning.
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
cacy of detail combine to Impress the
btholder with awe and admitration; Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
"Of the truth of this, there Is not the shadow of a doubt
they are conceutions of which one nev who was down on her back with kidOur common sense tells us that the daily swallowing of caffeine"
er tires. Still, Dr. Hewett declared neys so sore he had to help her move.
that the Aztecs and Mayas were not He says, "She would cry with pain
"(thealkaloid in tea and coffee), powerfully affecting heart and
on so very muich higher pinnacle of scross her kidneys, but after she took
brain is followed by nervous depression, and finally by more or
culture than the Plain Indians, the the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
Pueblos and the Cliff Dwellers.
she was as well and strong as ever."
less disastrous results.
Ira T. Yarnell of the forest service O. O. Schaefer and Red' Cross Drug
who followed with a well written the- - Co Adv.
"I belifeve if people in general would use a harmless, nutrisis on "Timber Cutting and Timber
tious drink like Postum as a beverage in place of tea and coffee,
Selling on the National Forests," pre-- ;
JULY TAX COLLECTOINS
theTr'physical and mental condition would be much Improved.''
sented his subject very interestingly
Santa, fa, Aug. 13. With remit
and brought home to his audience the tances from fqur counties still lack
Thousands, troubled with nervousness, biliousness, sleeplessof forimportance and
ing State Treasurer O. N. Marronhas
ness, Keadache and heart flutter, have done precisely what this
estry operations in New Mexico. He received $30,896.98 Qf taxes collected
illustrated his talk with a number of In Julyi Collector C. J- - Amble leads
physician advises given up tea and coffee and adopted
fine photographs and pictures.
by far in the amount remitted
Dr . Frank H. H. Roberts presented $5,714.16, or more than a sixth of the
some of the most interesting phases total. Celso Lopez Qf Santa Fe was
of the French revolution and inciden second with $3,570.21; M. Mandell of
tally rapped Lafayette over the Bernalillo third with $2,687.53; then
knuckles. Event after event passed in N.
de Baca of Union with $2,402.02;
review reaching their climax in that L. C. Pearson of Quay with $2,189.56;
with happy results.
memorable procession from Paris to Thomas McBride of Colfax, $1,482.88;
Versailles to carry back to the great Eugenlo Romero ot San Miguel, $!,
city the baker of the king and the 349,62; S. Sanchez of Guadalupe, $1,- The fall of the Bastile and 314.40; M. F. Downes of Grant, $1,.
queen.
other incidents either picturesque or 281.02; John R. Strong of
made from wheat and a bit of
Postum is a pure
epochmaking were vividly described 158.17; M. B. Jones of Roosevelt, $1,- and held the audience spellbound.
102.96; Will M. Robbins of Sierra, $1,- Tnlasses, containing the nutrition of the grain. No caffeine no
Dr. David R. Boyd followed with a 055.11; John F. Taylor of Curry,
in
A
Postum.
delicious, nourishing
drugs no harmful ingredient
thought provoking. Inspiring, eloquent $993.69; R. W. Heflin of San Juan,
address that brushed away many cob- $813.57; W. W. Cox of Dona Ana,
beverage.
webs, aroused some dissent but never- $795.29; Fidel Corboda, Taos, $608.60;
theless hit the mark, when he Insisted Venceslao Jaramlllo of Rio Arriba,
Postum comes in two forms.
that the home should take a much $451.72; S. Mlrabal, Valencia, $216.45;
th education of the J, Seligman of Sandoval, $371.37; Max
larger share
REGULAR POSTUM must be boiled, 15c and 25c packChildren that it does today. He hit K. MMontoya of Socorro, $845.Si; Q,
ages.
modern fashion and folbies and excus- Raithel of Luna, $248.72; J. ' G. Kern
es with a verbal sledgehammer and merer of McKinley, $242.02.
INSTANT POSTUM soluble made In the cup, instantly,
received tremendous applause in conA Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
'
clusion.,
30c and 50c tins.
When
constipated take Chamber
Profesthe
in
This afternoon
patio.
Iain's Tablets. They are easy to take
his
sor
E.
P.
delighted
Humbert,
Grocers everywhere sell both kinds nd the cost per cup is
with a talk on Evolution, Dar and most agreeable in effect For
and Mendel. It was a sale by all dealers. Adv. .
DeVries
about the same.
win,
of the
on
dissertation
Rube Bressler, the youngster un
science and went to the root of the
covered
by Connie Mack, is working
RiiMect In an entertaining and, In
a
like
pitcher with the Atlv
manner.
structive
lettcs.
The annual address, which It is aim
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for Corns
Sure as Sunrise

"Gets-It- "

New Plan. Corns Shrivel, Vanish.
Until "GETS-IT- "
was born nobody
was ever sure of getting rid of a corn.

Corn treatments nearly all contained
the same Ingredients only some were
Ttulm Doodb

If'lfl

limp,
He had to rid

-- y

--

poor

M

J

-

ssgf
fcSSQ
SII
J

bad

I

m

M

He put

siring to obey the king's orders, but
unable to report intelligently, suggested that the project was sacreligious.
They quoted from the Bible: "What
God hath Joined together let no man
put asunder."
First British interest In latter part
of seventeenth century, when the expedition launched by William Pater-sofounder of the Bank of England,
attempted to found a community on
the Isthmus of Darien, south of the
present Panama, with the ultimate intention . pf extablishing a
route. The plan proved an utter
failure.,
Many other British surveys
followed in later years,
The German' poet Goethe, a hundred
years ago, made this remarkable
prophecy: "It is absolutely lndispen-- j
sible that the United States effect a1
passage from the Mexican gulf to the
Pacific ocean, and I am certain they
will do it"
First decision to build; in
just 100 years ago, the Spanish gov
ernment by decree entered upon the
construction of an isthmian canal, but
the idea was blocked because the Central American colonies succeeded in
throwing off the Spanish yoke.
First French interests came in 1825
wnen President Bolivar of the Republic of New Granada gave a fran
chise for a canal at Panama to a
Frenchman, Baron Thierry, who failed to raise the required capital.
First action by the United Stutea:
in 1835, as the result of a resolution
Introduced in the senate by Henry
Biddle was sent by
Clay, Charles
President Jackson to visit the isthmus
and report on the various canal routes

him

liquid, some plasters, some "wrappers"
and some in salve form. Now comes
"GETS-IT- "
with a newly discovered
formula the corn cure on a new

It. C, Thompson, which sailed from
Colon, February
11, 1912, voyaged

IOWA WOMAN

miles around South America
and returned to the Atlantic ocean
through Gatun lockc, February 1, last.

13, 1914.

THRlf

EDUCATORS ADJOURN

10,500

TELLS OTHERS

STATE CONFERENCE

Bring Your
Job Work

-

n,

trans-isthmia-

"CETSIT"
on hta corn,
And called it.

AUGUST

n

How Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- DENVER MAN RELIEVEO
etable Compound Carried
OF HONEY BY ROBBERS
Her Safely Through
Change of Life.

MANY MATTERS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE DISCUSSED BY BODY
AT SANTA FE

Santa Fe, Aug. 13. The state edu
TAKE POCKETBOOK AND PAPERS cational conference
adjourned yesterCedar Rapids, Iowa. "At the Change
BUT MISS VALUABLE
after
recomday
adopting
legislative
of Life the doctor said I would have to
WATCH
mendations of great import; which had
give up my work and

take my bed

31

t

jj

for

Denver, Aug. 13. J. II. Meng, 80C
some time as there
Raritan
street, was held up at the
was no help for me
but to lie still. I point of a gun and robbed of $49.45
took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's near his home last night.
Vegetable
Meng Is a car repairer for the Den
Compound and kept ver and
Grande
Rio

up my work and
now I am over the
Change and that is
all I took. It was
better for me than
all the doctor's medicines I tried. ' Many
people have no faith in patent medicines
but I know this is good. "Mrs. E. J.
Rickets, 354 8th Avenue, West, Cedar

railroad.

He was

on his way home when two masked men
stepped from; the shadow of a building

as he was passing along West Eighth
avenue near Burnham station. Oue of
the robbers held a gun to his head,
while the other proceeded to search

been formulated by committees and
had been thoroughly discussed by the
large number of educators present,
including county superintendents, principals and teachers as well as state
educational department officials. On
the salary question, the recommendations are that county school superintendents be paid at least as much as
ccuuty clerks, it being argued that on
ly by paying a living wage, can the
taxpayers expect to secure able, competent men to look after the rural
schools, giving their whole time to
tne task. County Superintendent C.
I:. Burt of Mountainair presided over
the conference and County Superintendent Grace Goebel was secretary.
The meetings were held In the hall of
representatives and aroused much interest.

principle and a simple plan that never
him.
has
fails. This Is why "GETS-IT- "
Iowa.
IJesIdes taking "long's money, the
Rapids,
to
be
In
the
three years
grown
robbers
also reTeved him of a baak
Such
warning symptoms as 6ense of
corn cure the world has
book
and
backhot
a memorandum book con-ti'i'suffocation,
flashes,
headaches,
ever known.
aches, dread of impending evil, timidity,
entries of loans made bp him
There's no more need of fussing
sounds in the ears, palpitation of tho
, arious
persons, and payments cn
.with corns, no more digging or cutheart, sparks before the eyes, irrrr. account. The hold
up men failed to
to
down
There's
press
nothing
ting.
larities, constipation, variableweaicness ana mquietuuo, a- ; .mess, take a $50 gold watch which Meng
on the corn, nothing to inflame the
are promptly heeded by int
it wo - v ilb carrying, chiefly because it ap- flesh, to "pull" the corn or cause pain.
men
who
are
tl.
in I"" red valueless from the cheap metal
,:nod
approaching
Woman'
on in
Put two drops of "GETS-IT- "
Duty to Herself
life when woman's great ch.::ja may chi p jn which he carried it to protect
two seconds. That's all. For any
Every woman owes it to herself to
be expected.
it from wear.
corn, callous, wart or bunion.
keep in good health. No one can
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Cvn
Meng describes the robbers as large, reasonably be
"GETS-IT- "
is sold by druggists ev
expected to maintain
pound invigorates and strengthens the
erywhere, 25c a bottle, or sent direct proiposed.
female organism and builds up the weak- heavy men, one of them being about a cheerful disposition when half sick.
ened nervous system. It has carried five feet ten inches. While he does Indigestion and constipation are two
by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago,
First report to the United States,
many women safely through this crisis, not deplore the loss of the money, and of the most common ills to which womby Biddle in 1830, favoring the Panhighwaymen are welcome to en are subject and fortunately are
If there are any complications sayshe the
ama canal route. He had been so
is anxious to recover the memoit,
don't
understand
write
you
easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty, InLydia
struck with it that he returned to the
E. IMnUlmm Medicine Co. (confi randum book.
OF United
diana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
States without examining the
dential) r,ynu, Mass.
was advised by a friend to try ChamNicaraguan. Darien of Tehuantepec
$100 Reward, $100
berlain's Tablets for indigestion and
routes. No action followed.
The readers of this paper, will be
built the Suez canal.
constipation. This medicine not only
First railroad built; from 1849 to
blast on culebra hill, now pleased to learn that there is at least cured me of these disorders but toned
first
more
1855,
than half as lone a time Culebra cut, on
January 10, 1880, by one dreaded disease that science has up my whole system so that my health
as has been taken to build the pres
the de Lesseps company, in the pres been able to cure in all its stages, and has been better than for
ent canal. Fever killed so many thou ence
years since
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
CANAL
of a distinguished gathering.
them." For sale by all dealtaking
sands that it was said a laborer was
First failure; in 1887 the imposs! is the only positive cure now known ers. Adv.
buried under every sleeper on the
of digging a sea level canal to the medical fraternity. Catarrh bebility
Panama road.
within the estimated 12 years and at ing a constitutional disease, requires
INTERESTING DATA CONCERNING
ENGINEER HEARD FROM
First actual canal building begun; the estimated cost
treatment.
Hall's
of $240,000,000 be a constitutional
THE ISTHMUS AND ITS
Santa Fe, Aug. 13. A. S. Kirkpat-rick- ,
in 1878 the Universal Interoceanic came
apparent. More than $260,000, Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, actTRANSFORMATION
in charge of water filings and
Canal company incorporated in Paris 000
had already been spent The com ing directly upon the blood and mu- water
hearings In the office of the
by Ferdinand de Lessens, who had
cous
surfaces of the system, thereby
pany went into bankruptcy.
state
has been heard from
engineer,
Washington, Aug. 13, When tie
First work on a lock canal was destroying the foundation of the dis- at last. He went to the
upper Gila
Panama canal is opened to world's
taken up by the New Panama Canal ease, and giving the patient strength river
region on a vacation but was to
commerce next Saturday it will crown Planning
the
constitution
and
by
in
1894, which practically
building up
company
have returned to duty on August 5.
a series of more than a scope or inceased operations after five years' assisting nature in doing its work.
Arrive work.
- v"
tub proprietors have so much faith nounces that the
teresting points in the history of the
high water in the
isthmus. As briefly told they are:
First digging by Americans, May 4, in Its curative powers that they offer Gila the past few weeks has
prevented
One Hundred Dollars for any case
First crossing of the Isthmus by
1904, taking over the rights and prop
his return and also delayed mall and
to
cure. Send for list of
Balboa, who, on September 15, 1513,
erty of the French Canal company, that It falls
messages that he had sent He Is ex
much to his surprise found himself
and obtaining necessary concessions testimonials.
to return in a few days.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To- pected
from the republic of Panama.
gazing upon the Pacific ocean after
23 days- journey on foot.
First union of Atlantic and Pacific ledo, O.
"
- - - 3
Sufferers of Hay Fever
.
Soid by Druggists, 75c,
First ships to cross the isthmus; in
waters; blowing up of the Gamboa
and
Asthma Get a Bottle of Fo3 dike, whem President Wilson touched Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
1514 Balboa and his men carried two
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
small ships, piecemeal, across the
an electric button in Washington, Oc pation. Adv..
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
tober 10, 1913.
Isthmus, Intending to use them for
from choking, gasping asthma and torFRUIT SHIPMENTS
further exploration In the Pacific.
First boat of any kind "to make
Among those things which all women
13.
should
know of, and many of them do,
The ice man is menting hay fever for those who take
Carlsbad, Aug.
First settlement of old Panama in
passage; a nameless
is a splendid external application sold
'
in
Pecos valley Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
his
the
to
become
a
scow
having
of
the
known
1517,
Panama railroad,
later for
inning
In most drug stores under the name of mud
It is a penetrating which passed from the Pacific en- just now. It is canteloupe shipping healing soothing coating as it glides
time as the richest city in the world. "Mother's Friend."
down a raw tickling throat, and stops
and many and many a mother tells
liquid
First regular traffic across isthmus; how it so wonderfully aided them through trance to Culebra cut in November, time. Pecos. Texas, has shinned 12
the spoils of conquest sent back to the period of expectancy. Its chief pur- 1913, and was sent to the Atlantic en- cars, Lakewood 10, Artesia 10 and irritating coughs and colds. O. G.
pose Is to render the
.ligaments
Fort Sumner six Roswell Is shipping Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Spain from Peru, which became so and muscles bo pliant tendons,
that nature's ex- trance in. December, 1913.
Adv.
First vessel to steam through the and Portales begins next week. Por- heavy that highway paved with stone pansion may be accomplished without the
intense
so
often
characteristicof
strain
will
tales
at
50
have
cars and
were laid for the pack trains.
least
canal; the crane boat Alexander
the period of expectancy.
REFEREE APPOINTED
"Mother's Friend" may therefore be
an old French boat of 1,200 Fort Sumner 12a, Then Lakewood is
First thought of a canal; credited
Santa
as
considered
a
Fe, Aug. 13. Judge B. C. Abindirectly
having
splendid
on
the tomato. At least
to Savadera, a Spanish engineer, one Influence upon the early disposition of tons, which passed from the Atlantic just starting
100 cars of fresh tomatoes will be bott today appointed Attorney T. H.
of Balboa's followers, who was about the future generation.
to the Pacific on January 7, 1914.
Jones of Farmington referee in the
Whatever induces to the ease and eom-fe- rt
to forward his plans to King Charles
First man to swim through the loaded at Lakewood. Claude S. Crav
of the mother should leave Its impress
divorce case of Finette A. McKinley
A.
ens,
V of Spain when the latter died.
Ameriupon the nervous system of the baby.
traveling freight agent, and
canal wag Alfred Brown, an
vs. John H. McKinley.
At any rate it is reasonable to believe
First surveys of canal; in 1581 by that since "Mother's Friend" has been a can, who swam from Gatun locks to A. Scott of the refrigerator service,
to
more
are
motherhood
for
than
much
time in the valley
a distance of 30 miles on No
spending
Spanish engineers who. deemed the companion
half a century it must be a remedy that Balboa,
CITROLAXI
project impossible of accomplishment. women have learned the great value of. vember 24 last in 16 hours, 35 min and came here from Pecos today. Mr.
CITROLAXI
Cravens says that he will have the
Ask at any drug store for "Mother's utes actual swimming time.
First official decision on canal proa penetrating, external liquid)
CITROLAXI
First vessel to pass completely big apple crop1 to- look after evry soon.
ject; by King Phillip II in 1860, ad- Friend,"
of great help and value. And write to
It's a laxative of course and the
Regulator Co., 402 Lamar Bide., around South America by way of the The estimate Is a thousand cars of
versely after referring the matter to Bradfleld Oa.,
for their book ot useful
nicest hot weather drink you ever
the Domlnician friars. The latter, de Atlanta,
canal was the tug Reliance, Captain apples- and timely information.
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleasantly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
V., says:
"Have used laxatlveB for
In almost every neighborhood some 15 years but this Cltrolax has
got
one has died from an attack of cholera
It.
a
else
mile."
beat
everything
Try
IN
PAID
CAPITAL
SURPLUS
morbus before medicine could be pro- O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
cured or-I100.000.M
physician summoned. Ev Co. Adv.
95O,tO0.M
should be prepared for
ery
family
m.J
i.
r 'r'ac- S,mii.ii
such an emergency.
Mrs. E. M. SnyGeorge Stallings surely has three
der, Herkimer, N. Y., Bays "About four crack'gunners in Rudolph, Tyler and
years ago my husband had an attaci James. The Braves' great climb is
of cholera morbus, I gave him Cham due chiefly to the air-tigpitching of
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea this trio of slabsters.
"
I. M. Cunningham, Preside it
ID. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
'
Remedy and it relieved the pain Jm-'
:
Frank Springer,
medlately, and two or three doses of Keep your Lfver Active During the
it effected a cure." For sale by all
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
dealers. Adv.
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
COURT CLERIC HOME
It does beat all how quickly Foley
Santa Fe, Aug. 13 District Court Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and
Clerk Edward L. ' Safford, who has overcome constipation. Ney Oldham,
been at Tierra Amarllla on court busi Wimberley, Texas, says. "Foley Caness, returned home today, making thartic Tablets are the best laxative
the return on horse back through I ever used. They take the place of
Chama, Canlijon, Seboya, El Rito and calomel." Wholesome, stirring ani
Ablquiu and declares he never saw cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
that part of the state In euch flour stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
CAPITAL
ishing condition.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
-
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It will be
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with
Neatnessand

CHRONOLOGY

THE PANAMA

for the

Stork's
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"Stay-at-Home-

Acc
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vestlgatlon, it recommends the aboiluuu vi tiao flat charge of from $7.50
to fio a month and of the rate of 50
cents for one minute, 75 cents for two
minutes, 85 cents for three minutes
and $1 for four minutes conversation.
and substituting therefore a zone s patera of charges with a three minute
minimum and a monthly minimum of
$10 for the 26 subscribers on the 85
roile line, thus relieving the conges
tion and at the same time equalizing!
I
the rates.

-
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OFFICIALS IN SANTA FE
..
Santa. P lo 14
i , ..
er F. C. Fox of the western lines, with
headquarters at Amarillo, Tex.; C. H.
Bistol, general superintendent
with.
headquarters at La Junta; Division
Superintendent F. L. Myers of Las
Vegas; and Chief Engineer F. M BIs- bee, of Amarillo, all of the Santa Fa
system, arrived on their special ear
today and were In conference with the
corporation commission regarding a
number of road crossing in the state.

trans-Isthmia- n
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"No Need To

v

IAS VEGAS

Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the po
liceman was at the
other end of his beat.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
STOOli

-

-

Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.

$30,000.00

Office with the San Mijjuel National Bank

...

wit

o. HATDO.
H. W. DELLT
D. V. HOSXINl

Tie

Interest PeJd On Deposits

President

presidwt
Treasurer

Don't endure the needless pain and
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
it is by the hot weather. W. T. Hut-c- b
ens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I suf
fered the aches and pains of rheumatism, swollen feet, irregular painful
bladder action, hut Foley Kidney Pills
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are tho
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co. Adv..

EQUALIZE TELEPHONE RATES
Santa Fe, Aug. 13. The corporation
commission today addressed a letter to

the Mountain States Telephone company regarding Informal complaint of
unsatisfactory service and excessive
charges on the company's lines from
Silver City to Mogollon, Cooney, Santa Rita, Hurley and Tyrone, advising
that after considerable thought and In- -

1

1

1 (I

-

Let Us wire your home for
electric light and give you tha
best burglar inturance obtain-able at any price. Our terries
i your at minimum cost.

,

I

J

The Las Vegas
Light & Power Co.
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Poor little Lucille, who did some
Fran13.
Register
Santa
Fe,
Aug.
. M. PADGETT.......
intalk-incisco Delgado and Receiver Juaa N. rather pretty stunts in her initial
audience
last
a
to
troduction
Vegas
Vigil of the federal land office today
opin- week, weeping many tears, and clinga
down
handed
important
rather
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fit
that
wear
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to
store
yesterday
permitted
department
SB
like Ivy to the sweetheart of her
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another
human
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floor,
the
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a popularity at the Browne this evenAND
do, ap W. Akers, protectee, Involving
Lu Vagaa, New Mexico for trans-ttlitlo-a to the third, and the other got off the honestly In her heart longed tonotwith
small holding claim near Cuba, San- ing,
through- the United Bute elevator at the second. The actions pearances to the contrary
In the preceding installment Hugo
doval county, conflicting with homeof the woman on the second floor standing.
kails aa aecond class matter.
an international spy, who
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what
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to avenge himlife
his
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The hearing took several days,
has happened!
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Dennett, a store detective.
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a being represented by Renehan and self upon, General Sumpter Love,
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Miss
"The
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Bennett,
spineless
According
containDally, by Carrier
documents
steals
CONSIDERATION
important
feeliug Wright and the protestants, against
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Love.
One week
the
To
C. de Baca. The statement of facts
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One Month
"The slouch has retreated, as it is says:
her to come to the office. There
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One Tear
she loves, Lucille Love, the general's
ar- the very nature of a slouch to retreat,
"The supplemental evidence offered
of,
worth
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was
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not paid were while the new style, trim and erect, establishes the fact that the small daughter,
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she
which
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for
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Tear
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papers. Lobeque has already
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holding claimant has occupied the sailed from Manila on the steamship
8.00 found in her possession. She describ has marched in to victory.
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"Women are to have backbones this land in question throush himself and
7 00 ed herself as Miss .Tosefina Rossi of.
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Empress. Lueile goes in pursuit of
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season.
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One
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Vegas from Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Rosenwald
of Albuquerque are visiting with Mr.
and Mrs. David E. Rosenwald of this
city.
Miss Frances Myers returned this
afternoon from Shoemaker where she
has been visiting for several days. She
was accompanied by Mrs. D. W. Neal
of Shoemaker.
F. R. New, overseer at the convict
road camp several miles below Las
Vegas, left this afternoon for the south-erpart of the statu.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen May left thi3 afternoon for Albuquerque. They have
teen in this city for several days visiting with friends..
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Speicher left today- for Watrous on a
Attorney C. W. G. Ward left
yesterday afternoon for Mora.
E. Anetta Bell of Holman is spending a few days in the city.
Secundino Romero came in yesterday afternoon and will remain in tho
city until after the republican county
convention next Saturday.
Davir Meeke of La Junta is in town
on business.
Mr. Meeke represents
a flour firm of the city.
J. W. Bowden is a visitor from Raton today.
E. J. Futz, the Fatima cigarette man
from Denver, is spending a few days
in Las Vegas vlsting the trade.
R. J. Creed of Strong City, Kansas
is a visitor in the city.
William Nolan of Watrous is a business visitor in the city today.
W. E. Frederick of Phoenix, Ariz.,
J3 in the city for a stay of several
months.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Marcotte have returned from Texas where they hava
leen visiting for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Root returned
yesterday afternoon from. Santa Fe.
Owen Harmon, a former player on
the Las Vegas Maroons was a visitor
in this city yesterday afternoon.
Paul McCormick came in from his
ranch yesterday and left for Santa Fe
today.
!:..,' i.
a

visit-Distr-

ict

DISCOUNT

25

S. E. Lombard of La Junta is among
the visitors in the city.
K. M. Forswood is a visitor la Las

From Regular Prices for Cash, for one week,
beginning August 15th
Get your Fall clothes out now and have them
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
cleaned.

PHONE MAIN 35.
Batteries:
Cheney and Archer;
Ffeffer and McCarty.
Cincinnati-Bostoand Philadelphia-Pittsburggames postponed; rain.
Federal League
R. H. E.
At Indianapolis
1 3
-- 0
Buffalo
2
5
0
Indianapolis
Batteries: Anderson and Blair;
and Rarideni
h
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BELGIANS WIN A

DECISIVE
VICTORY

AUGUST

movements of warsuips have been
made public since the first outbreak
It is known, however,
of hostilities.
that France has the bulk of her fleet
In the Mediterranean so that no ap
prehension exists here as to the
safety of trade routes through the sea
now that It seems certain that the
German cruisers Goeben and Breslau
are out of action.
,
'
The official press bureau here de
scribing today the disposition of Brit
ish cruisers in the Atlantic and elsewhere expressly urges traders of all
nations doing business with Great
Britain to send their cargoes confidently and boldly to Bea In British or
neutral ships in all directions except
the North sea, where, owing to mines
nnd the probability of naval operations no guarantee can yet be given,
although, as announced yesterday, passenger service has been resumed.
In the field of land operations little
change hag occurred since yesterday.
It must be remembered in considering all ehe published reports of mili
tary operations that these dispatches
emanate almost, exclusively from the
side of the allied French and Belgian
armies.
No'hVr whatever comes from the
;jian and Austrian s cle relating to'
military movements or dispositions
tind occasionally a brief item describing tho resu:t of vast engagements is
nitfide public from those uarters.
The sjrict censorship exercised over
Hie whole field makes it difficult to
estimate the accuracy of the news received. The struggle for the possession of the Belgian forts surrounding
Liege has recommenced and reports
of artillery engagements are taken as
indicating the possible beginning of
a great battle on Belgian soil.
The bulk of the German force is
believed to be concentrated on the
frontier between Liege and Dutchy of
Luxemburg. This leads to the
that Germany's frontier facing
Russia can be only lightly guarded,
probably only by organized armies
composed of reservists, called to the

13, 1914.
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From week to week this space w ll nclo some interesting Information
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth.

Total Resources January i,

Total Resources July i,

1913

1913

. $188,300.76

-

$252, 270.47

Total Resources January ly ioi4 -

$320,653.83

Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
COMMENCED

by the Russian troops bectiise civilians
had fired from them on the attacking

BUSINESS OCTOBER

14, 1912.

GOLD STRIKE IS MADE

forces.
The Russians captured some military
building material, pontoons' and
instruments.
May Shoot
dispatch
According to a
the German troops before Kalisse,
Russian Poland, have issued a proclamation stating that every tenth inhabitant of Kalisse will be shot in the
event of further resistance.
A mass was celebrated today at the
P.ussian ministry of finace in memory
of M. Nokolof, the city treasurer of
Kalisse, said to have been shot by the
German troops while at his post.
The Grand Duke Constantine
has given ' the famous
marble palace in St. Petersburg as a
hospital.
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Ml, Davlgnon,
the Belgian foreign
The ledge Is 100 feet wide and has the house ways and means committee.
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a long list of
has
drawn
minister,
up
4
Omaha .
bten traced for more than two miles There was considerable talk of the
cases, declared to be fully attested,
C. Clark and Murphy;
Batteries:
and a half along the west side of the fcaslblliy of a stamp on checks and
of the killing of the wounded, the
Garrett, Tipple and McAllister.
documents much the same as during
abuse of the white flag, the killing of
Hassayampa river. Samples from difthe Spanish war and of an increased
civilians and the seizure of private
ferent parts of the ledge assay from tax on
R. H. E.
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beer and tobacco.
and
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publio
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Wichita No conclusion was reached and Sen13. Minister tin6
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Denver
Washington,
average will be found somewhat ator Simmons and Representative UnBelgians Defeat Germans
Brand Whltlock at Brussels reported lower.
Batteries: Slagle and Graham; Morderwood will have another conference.
13.
An official communi
Paris, Aug.
to the state department today that
gan, Gaskell and Spahr.
The existence of gold ore In that secIt was determined to draft a bill
'
cation published here today says.
colors.
the United States consulate at Liege tion has been known for
many years, to raise 100,000.(V)0 by additional In"A division of Belgian cavalry supFrench Claim Victory
was exposed to fire, and if the Ger- but as no
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
ternal rever-'e- .
high grade Huff vrr,
i'liator Simmons and
a brigade of infantry and
A despatch from the French foreign mans decided to bombard the city it
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6 4 ported by
Des Moines
little
attention
prospectors
Underwood will confer
paid
Representative
near
defeated
and
by
artillery
engaged
minister issued by the French embas will be necessary to move It. As yet to
1 3 0
St. Joseph
the ledge. It is claimed that with nn the plan again and the ways and
the fortress of Diest. 18 miles' north- sy here today reiterates that the no damage has been done.
Batteries: Hogan and Haley; Ster-ze-r
demern methods of reduction the
means committee will take np the
east of Louvain, a division of German French
troops behind Muelhausen AlReports from Lisbon say all Amerand Schang.
can
find
made
be
task of framing the bill as soon as
a
bis
cavalry1 also supported by infantry and sace have not
retreated, but have vic- icans In Portugal have been concen- dhldend payer..
possible.
The
was
extremely toriously resisted an entire German trated at the capital and that they
fighting
R. H. D, artillery..
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Lincoln ,
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defor
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homeward way, only to be halted by
the eight of two men, who Issued from
CHAPTER I Th open roA. Tt6n the
swinging door of a little subterMd lh danoin bear, Mr. Jon
a tramp from (rallng a young ranean cafe and paused together un)my'm purs. Pedro' ambition to beoome
k painter npur
him to quit Old Nlla and der a street lamp.
At his first glimpse of tha taller of
La
atrtflUii; bear dancer.
the two men, Pedro's heart gave a
the
and
Old
Nlta
Pedro.
II
CHAPTER
Pedro great thump of surprise. It was Mr.
kur trainers tart for New York.
man
n
And who
paints a portrait for a
Vanderpool, Iris' fatherl
and o earn a meal for ths company. was the disreputable-lookinfellow to
ee
rh lady of th purse adventure
whom he was talking? Why had the
painting as sh passe.
Mis Iris chap such a familiar look? Where had
York.
CHAPTER Ill-N- ew
lov-he seen the fellow before? Impossible
Vanderpool quarrel with her artist
Sam Hill, and they part. Bli disto remember. But whatever their fordesk a portrait
covers In her father
which sha recoKtilxe a that of Pedro, mer encounter, It paled In Interest bewho rescued her from the
side the fact that the mystery be had
undertaken to unravel was probably
CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent
Pedro and Mr. Jones In being enacted, in part, under his very
Jover, moul
"Washington
qure. They dine together.
Hill discovers talent In Pedro's drawings nose.
land In a mad desire to lose himself, gives
Clearly some mischief was afoot. By
(hi studio and all In It to Pedro in
his tone and gestures the smaller man
for Mr. June.
appeared to be dictating to the mil'
CHATTER V Pedro occupies Hill'
lionaire, who followed his words anx(studio and calls on Leigh, the culplor,
In iously. Assuming a careless manner,
with a letter (mm Hill. I.e1jli, calling
(return. In the alley humps Into two men. Pedro pulled his cap far down over
line of whom Is IteBlnald Vanderpool, his
eyes and walked past the two.
tins' father. In disguise.
"A week Is impossible; too long, by
companVI VanderpooV
villainous-lookinCHAPTER
person was
...
K
l.'.u..rtiAtlt nf Mill's Studio far," the
and talks with uicardo, or Rowe, thj saying as Pedro passed. "I warn you
Dasenient tenant, oi a roiniuimj
it must be ready by three days from
V;indernoul.
..am..
lover whom Ruwe has a secret hold. Is now at the latest."
itnueuA nnd her child.
reply did
Vanderpool'e
supposedly dead In au uprising. Row
of Pedro,
ears
the
not
reach
us
anvo.
straining
Knows to
who had stepped Into an areaway just
entrance
Pedro
VII
gain
CHAPTER
Ho an artist' meeting at Mllligan', meets beyond, where he could watch through
i
Iris again, makes many menus anunews
the railing without being seen himIcomes unconsciously a subject for
self. But he could hear nothing fur
paper copy.
ther, owing to the direction of the
drivF CHAPTER VIII Senora Daussa Is
wind. What was to be done? How
where
resort
a
to
en by Rlcardo uptown
profess strange that chance should have let
the conspirators meet her and trainer
bear
llovaltv. Sam Hill,
him stumble upon the action of a mysIse'es Rowe unexpectedly attacked by Old
tery which he had scarcely believed in
(Nita, and rescues her.
takes luncheon the existence of! And mystery there
CHAPTER
was, beyond a doubt, else why this
Iris In her ho'ne, meeting Vanderby Pedro a presin a little, tinnamed wine celpool, who Is disturbed the
meeting
and
miniature
ence. IrK. remembers
lar why this hour of the nifjht? But
wonders. She tells Pedro her suspicion
Hhat her father Is being blackmailed and how should he, Pedro, act? Follow
lenlists his help to discover Vanderpool
Vanderpool? Perhaps! In all probisecret trouMe.
rls
poses for Pedro. ability the millionaire would go diand
.Pedro sees Rowe with Vanderpool winrectly home. Follow the other? That
peeping through Rowe's basement
dow Is astonished at sight of a woman
might prove more fruitful. While he
like
"whose face, feature for feature. Is
waited In perplexity his problem was
own.
'his
decided for him. by the appearance of
"Thank you," said Irig, "1 shall bf a cab, which Vanderpool hailed, and,
glad." Then sbe turned to Cassia, all getting into, drove off.
After waiting a moment to make
lier original antagonism coming back
In full force. What right had this girl certain of the direction taken by the
to dictate to her, IrlsT
cab, the man with whom Vanderpool
"Good-by,- "
gaid Iris, stiffly, Ignoring had been talking started off rapidly.
the girl's outstretched hand. Then she On the Instant Pedro waB shadowing
vent out with Leigh, her head very him, dodging In and out of the darker
much in the air.
spots and keeping at a discreet distance.
After a few moments he realized
When Pedro and Leigh went down
"t'ae stairs, arm In arm, the door ot the that they were bound in the direction
tround-floo- r
apartment was slammed of his own studio! The man was evi
with violence, Just as they passed It. dently In a hurry and did not pause,
And all the
"Do you know the chap who lives nor once look around.
time Pedro puzzled his head ae to
there 7" asked Leigh.
"Never eaw him," said Fedro. "These where he had seen the fellow's back
tenants are all very quiet. I never before. He became so much absorbed
In trying to place this person that he
meet any of them, except Cassie."
"I've seen this down-stair- s
fellow," could scarcely believe his eyes when
said Leigh.
"Disagreeable fellow. he saw the man vanish before them.
A swift glance about showed that he
"'fame's Rowe, I believe."
"I "have never seen him," Pedro re was on his home block. There was
only one place into which the man
plied. "Where shall we go, eh?"
place!
"Palerl's," said Leigh; "we can talk could have gone Muldoon
Breaking into a run, Pedro gained the
there,"
It was close on to one o'clock In the entrance juet in time to see the man
morning when, In a very enthusiastic he was pursuing gain admittance to
the interior house by the basement
door. For a moment he stood stock-stil- l
with surprise. ' The basement ot
the house in which he himself lived!
Why, that was a part of those people's
apartment what was their name?
j

pr-r-

nt

lunch-wago-

g

r,

purse-natclie- r.

into the arms of Samuel 'nil, peace
aiid order were lor.g in coming to the
little Summer Garden.
When a light had been lit to disclose the disorder ot the bar. Hill's
Srst thought was to get Nlta and
himself away before the matter went
an further. A swift examination sufficed to show that sha had not regained consciousness by the time that
Mikey had begun telephoning for tha

again
Whining with disgust 6t
disturbed, Mr. Jones Jumped out
clumsily, followed by Hill, who, with
the cabby's help, carried the unconscious Nita into the unlighted hallway,
which gaped, slnieter and forbidding,
under the nethermost of the crowded
balconies. Here Hill, one
arm about his charge, fumbled in his
breast for his wallet. But the cabby
put up a restraining band.
"Never mind the coin!" he laughed.
"Youse need it more'n me, I guess.
Better let the doctor take it; you're
ter need ter call him in! Yer (
seem 'all to the good, even u yer De
dagoes!"
"You're a gentleman!" exclaimed
"Many
Hill, holding out his hand.
thanks for your kindness. You eeem
very happy. May I ask why? I should
like to congratulate you."
"Oh! It ain't nothin' much," said the
"I ain't goin' to
cabby sheepishly.
be married, thet's all!"
Wherewith he was gone, and Hill,
without stopping to ponder upon the
content of this odd reply, set himself
to carrying Nita up the stairway. At
the first landing he stopped and
knocked.
The door was presently
a scantily clad
opened by Beau-Jean- ,
colossus, silhouetted In the aperture
against the light of a single candle.
With an exclamation of dismay, the
man stepped back to admit Hill and
his burden,. and the painter, staggering
across the tiny room, deposited Nita
upon a ragged bed that stood beside
the cook stove.
"Holy Mother!" breathed Beau-Jean- .
"Ie she dead?"
"No I Where are the women?" asked

police.

With an effort he gathered the old
woman into his arms, and after a moment or two, found himself In the
street He extracted the
key from the lock, and, closing tha
storm-doofastened it on the outside.
But what to do next? Anxiously he
gazed up and down the deserted, snowbound avenue. At a glance it was
plain that he could not carry Nlta to
the car line, and he began, too late,
to curse the lack of sense that had
led them so far afield at such an hour.
At the moment of his despair there
emerged from the basement of one of
the bouses a little down the line the
cabby to whom the solitary remaining
vehicle before the saloon belonged.
Whether he was warmed by a successful amatory adventure, by the wines
of an unconscious host in the person
of the cook's employer, or by some
other agency, rfust go unrecorded
here, but the fact remained that his
good humor was such that without so- r,

.

iBiiis
It Wat

Mr. Vanderpool

Iris Father.

Alive with curiosity, he crossed ths
court with cautious steps, and tiptoeing to the barred window, which was
further reinforced by shutters on ths
Inside, knelt down upon the stones and
applied his eye to the crack of a lame
slat.
At first he could see nothing but a
patch of red carpet, so he shifted
slightly, bringing into full view the
man whom he had followed. At this
he euddenly remembered. It was tha
tramp who had tried to rob Iris!
What a mystery was here! First a
man tries to rob the daughter and then
is seen In secret conference with the
father! Papers! Yes, she had papers
in that little silk purse, and this rascal
knew their value, no doubt. But what
could they concern? The man had
moved aside now, disclosing another,
at sight of whom Pedro's heart liked
to have stopped. "Ricardo!" he gasped.
amazed. But his gaze and his painful wonderment were instantly deflected from "Rowe" to a woman who
sat beyond him. Feature for feature,
the face she lifted In the light was
his, Pedro's, very own. She was his
counterpart, all but the color ot her
hair!
Like a wounded animal, Pedro gave
a little moan, and, clutching at his
heart, dropped his bead upon the stone
sill and Bobbed gaspingly, terribly.
Then a noise Inside the room startled
him. They were coming to the door.
Evidently the woman was leaving.
Arising, he flung out his arms toward
the warmly lit Interior with a single
gesture of passionate longing, and,
to the
turning, fled
sanctuary of his room above stairs.

mood, Pedro eaw Leigh to the latter's
loor. They stood for several moments
Jn the shelter of the vestibule, comparing the English of Oscar Wilde to that
of the King James Bible. Then Leigh
found his latchkey and Pedro turned
homeward.
But he was not destined to reach tho
studio Immediately.
Before ho had gone to the end of
the block he turned and "stood quitemotionless, looking up at Leigh's winJow, where a dim light soon appeared
behind the cracked and yellow blinds.
Until this light had been extinguished
he waited, looking uj with a stiange
expression In his eyea. Then, when
CHAPTER XI.
the window went dark, he buried his
face in his hands and seemed to purge
Sundry Adventures.
tie soul of some trouble. After a moOn that night when Rowe had struck
ment or two. however, he abruptly
Old Nita and she had fallen senseless
squared his shoulders and resumed his
terror-stricke-
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Frauk Angel. F. 8.

NO. 3, ROY- -

LOCAL TIME CARD

Regular convo
cation first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- No.
No.
tary.

AL ARCH MASONS
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Eatt Bound
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4. ...11:64
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7:4 a.
11:61 p.
2:31 a
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p m
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West Bound
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For Rent

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you
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"Ole Lady Hurted?" Beamed This
Cherubic Personage.
licltatlon he hailed the little group
in the snow with a proposition which
seemed like a beneficence direct from
heaven.
"Ole lady hurted?" beamed thie
cherubic personage.
"No, only tired out," lied Hill glibly.
"I'll histe yer to a car," suggested
a lady in
the man. "Never
distress. Nope!"
"I'm afraid they wouldn't let us on
a car," exclaimed Hill, "Are you go
ing downtown, by chance?"
"No, I'm
grinned
the man. "Get in; I'll take yer fur ee
I'm goln'l"
Hill did not wait to be urged further, but carried Nita to the carriage
door, which the heavily muffled coachman held open.
"Easy there, with yer ma!" the latter warned him. "Now Jump in yer-selThis heat is too fierce to lay
about in."
The horse, which had stood pas
sively under its meager blanket for
hours, scarcely shifting a foot, now
scented the bear, and sidled off a little,
senses scarcely revoltits
ing, yet finding in that unfamiliar odor
some warning of danger, and the two
men noted the action.
"What about the bear?" gasped Hill.
From within the saloon came sounds
which indicated that Mikey had discovered the trick played upon him.
"Whoa, my baby ! " roared the happy
n bear inside!"
cabby. "Push the d
In a moment it was done, not with
out protest from Mr. Jones. And as
the bony horse, tossing his old head
about with many a suspicious sniff, set
off at a tremendous pace, the window
of the saloon flew open to disgorge the
rotund figure of Mikey, who shouted
an unintelligible threat, or command.
air.
upon the snow-filleAt Twelfth street the cab came to
a (sudden halt beside the curb, and the
driver, dismounting from the box,
opened the door and looked in.
"This is where my stable is at," he
announced. "Right down the block.
Guess you'll have ter git out. How's
yer ma?" he added solicitously, as
though to repair his rudeness in ejecting them.
"Pretty bad," said HOL "Gone off
again, I'm afraid."
The cabby wrinkled up his face with
a perplexed stare, and removing his
hat, ecratched his head with one
heavily mlttened hand.
"I really hadn't oughter," said he,
"conslderln the hour and all, but I
guesa it's gotter be done. Whereabouts do you live?"
"Little Jones street," said Hill, and
gave the number. "I've a bit of money.
Could you get us around there, do you
think?"
"Well," said the cabby, "I might as
well make a night of it, I suppose.
Take good care of yer ma, now, and
I'll have yer home In a Jiffy!"
Then he remounted the box, and
soon they were wending a tortuous
way through the silent squalor of
lower Greenwich village. They stopped
at last before a tall tenement, a build
ing of uncompromising ugliness, whose
Intricate network ot fire escapes was
hung now with a fairy drapery of
white
f.

city-traine- d

d

a.
ft

Detail
All visiting
1:!S a.
brethren cordially Invited, to attend. No, 1.... 1:10 p. m
6:41 a a
J. Friedenstlne, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers, No. I.... 1:35 a. m
Hill.
m
No.
4:20
417
4:3t a. V
street.
PIANO
for
rent
7....
p.
Gune-vlerV.
M.
T.
Eighth
Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Q.;
In response to the question
7:v a.
:35 p. m
raised herself from her pallet
Wertz, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock, No.
of quilts in the opposite corner, a FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping Cemetery Trustee.
rooms. Mrs. M. Howell, 721 Fourth
sturdy, unmodern figure, with head
swathed for sleeping. With entire unstreet. Phone Main 348.
B. P, o. ELKS Meets second and
concern for her negligee, she arose
fourth Tuesday evening of each
of
the
and came to the assistance
month Elks" home on Nintli street
older woman.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
"God save us! die is too ancient to
survive such injury!" she exclaimed,' FOR SALE OR RENT A good piano, are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
This
Mrs. R. J. Taupert. Main 208.
examining a swelling which was now
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
quite obvious on the crone's forehead.
Secretary.
Silver
"Hermania! Anna! come!"
FOR SAIJ3 Modern nine room house,
HerWW
came
From a tiny Inner closet
barlino
good condition,
location;
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURmania, clad as for the day, save for
-iuse
gain. Inquire X, Optic.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
the absence of shoes, and her forehead-banW. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
of coins, which was at this moEMPRESS
ment reposing in her bosom for FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1914 first and third Mondays
of each
one month at 8 m.
model, first class condition;
greater comfort with no less safety.
p.
Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
mountain wagon; a runabout; 4 Ladies
After her came Carlos, sleep-stupiwelcome O. L. Freealways
moment
wom
both
and annoyed. In a
team of man,
year-oldriving horse;
President; Miss Cora Montague,
en were busy over the prostrated form
young mulea. Inquire N. 0. Her Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It ' giving you
of the injured one; and to the men
man, Automobile and Sign Painter Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
adof
was
account
the
an
Hill
giving
a present for do429 Grand avenue.
a
venture that had brought them to such
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
ing something
a pass. They listened withoutTbeing
Sixth street East Las Vegas, K, 1L
ft
able to throw the smallest light upon
you d do trny
the subject, nor Identify the enemy
Meets second and
L. O. O. MOOSE
who had assaulted the old lady in eo LOST An amethyst and pearl pin.
way when you
fourth
evening each
Thursday
a
fashion.
cowardly
learn how Much
Finder return to 1029 Seventh month t W. O. W. hall. Visltln,
"Which of you has ever heard of her
5 reyard.
street.
Howard
Invited.
brothers coidlally
Belitt EMPRESS
enemy?" Hill was asking. "None,
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
really? And has she no kin whom we
FLOUR realh) is.
- OR. F. b. HUXMANN
should call upon for help?"
Beau-Jean- ,
Dantlat
Made by GERsaid
the
ponder
"Nay,"
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Dental work of any description at
ous, "she is from the Amerlca-of-th- e
Meet in the Forest ot Brotherly
MAN PROCESS
South. If 6he hath kin, they are too
moderate prices
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the
far away to levy claim upon."
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
ONE COUPON FROM
second and fourth
Tuesdays of
!
What do you
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
EMPRESS
FLOUR AND
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
mean?"
FIVE
STAMPS
Z.
W.
G.
I
said
Rico.
Laemmle, Clerk;
"Venezuela, think,"
Consul;
BRINGS
YOU
THE
GEO.
H.
HUNKER
"But how is it possible that no one
VIsltlni
Local Deputy.
Montague,
I
SPOON
IT '$
knows anything further about her?
Attorney-at-Laana
members are especially weleotae
CKNUINE WM.
cried Hill. "You have all been with
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Invited.
cordially
ROGERS &
her for years. Surely you must know
or the women will, perhaps."
A A
SONS'
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
After a brilliant record of victories
"No one but Pedro knows," said
STANDARD
Osteopathic Physician
at home, the St. Louis Cardinals ran
Rico positively. "They came together;
SILVER
Office Crockett Building
Into a string ot defeats in the east
we all know that much. But beyond
9
Office
12
Hours to
a. m. 1 to 5 p. m. that came very near putting them out
that !"
Residence Phone Main 384
He waved his hand with a gesture
of the race.
FRENCH'
expressive of Infinite vagueness.
1REY (STER"Then, if anything threatens her,
MONUMENT CO
LING) FINISH
it may also affect Pedro," said Hill.
Albuquerque, N. M.
PILLS
will
CHICHESTER
One
Old
speak
"Perhaps the
215 E. Central
BRAND. A
"and then
soon," suggested Beau-JeaEMPRESS
lsllel AakyoarVrui
23 Tears Practical Experience.
Diamond
we can flnfi oft"
ind
la
Krd
Pills
bald
metallicWy
E. A. JONES
W.
W.
BOWERS
can be ot- Doses, sealed viui utue Ribbon. Y
Take a oilier. Bur of your
(To ba continued tomorrow)
AskfhrCIII. iiriM.TPn a
tained in this city feoa
DIAMOND ItKAND FILLS, for a
Auto Livery See me for prices.
yesrskaownu Best, Safest, Alwsys Reliabla
W. T. Greene, Hopkinton, N. H.,
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
v rites the following letter, which wiil
Sohaefer
H.
R.
Store.
Drug
interest every one who has kidney phone
Parker. Adv.
trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
bed been afflicted with a very stub-tor- n
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
l000 lb., or Mora, Each Delvsry .......-.v-M- e
per 1N th
kidney trouble. Foley Kidney State of New Mexico, County of San
Me per 1N Ika.
1,000 lbs--, to 2,000 lbs., Each D.llvery
Pills done more to complete her re
Miguel, in the District Court.
200 lbH to 1,000 lbs. Each Dslivtry
per 1N b
covery than any medicine she has ta E. L. Murphy and Harry Mor- - ,
1N IM,
50 lbs, to 20t
Each Mtlviry ,.-.?..:- ..
v. 4
ken and I feel it my duty to recompr 1M
lb,
rison, doing business under
I
M
Lsm
than
Each
lbs.
Delivery
mend them." O. G. Schaefer and Red
the firm name of Murphy
Cross Drug Co. AJt.
and Morrison
Plaintiff
vs.
No. 7539
GEN. SHERWOOD'S
BIRTHDAY
W. S. Bettis
Defendant
Earreitera, Itoroa, ud Distributors: tf HstwsJ lot, Us Firttl tZ3
Washington, Aug. 13 General Isaac
You, the paid defendant W. S. Betr
Wale Bar Mad Las Tata raaU.
Qualities
LtsUif
R, Sherwood, one of the oldest mem tis, are
hereby notified that a suit
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
bers of the house of representatives has been commenced
against you in
in point of years and the only union
the District Court for the County of
veteran left among the members of San Miguel and State of New
that body, entered upon his eightieth Mexico
above named
by said
year today and was the recipient of plaintiffs, the nature of said suit is
many congratulations from his col for goods, wares and merchandise
leagues. General Sherwood enjoys sold and delivered to said defendant
vigorous health for a man of his by plaintiffs.
years. He is now serving his fourth
The plaintiffs' demand ia 272.43
consecutive term as representative of with Interest at six
per cent per anthe Ninth Ohio district He was born num from June 24th, 1913, and
you
in Stanford, N. Y., in 1835, and was are further notified that
your prop
educated at Antioch college, Ohio. He erty, described as follows: The Southenlisted in an Ohio volunteer regi- east Quarter of Section 21,
E?
Township
Ua Basils H V-Oaasirie ad. Mara
ment the day after President Lincoln 17 North,
.
Range 21 East, situated in
Who 1CQH1 BIT tka
rtfcmlM tttt tt
thoee
Issued his first call for troops. Later Sat Miguel County, New Mexico, has
he recruited a regiment of which he been attached and that unless
TkJ.1 pwKMty rai wmal
sell M SfSJKta BOMW vB MfflB
you
became colonel and which he com- enter or cause to bt entered
wm
your ap
reads tts ads. to tmU MTwer aH
!TjM fteis 63
manded all through, ths war, partici- pearance in said surt on or before the
roar proporty uJeae It ware KrertlssC PH.
pating in 30 battles. At the close of first day ot October, A. D. 1914, Judgthe war he was mustered out as a ment will be rendered against you and
wail yssj
Otbere- - wfca read aid amswsr M U IMS ewne,s
brigadier general. In 1872 he was said property, above described, sold
pMSfclmiC
are aazloma te pay ma for) Sooki, aatapsUles,
elected to congress on the republican to satisfy the same.
aad furmltmre, axtleles at uwalaess sj WL W, Mi muietl tSi
ticket He served one term and then Plaintiffs' attorney - is William G.
itruaemto.
returned to Toledo to become an edi- Haydon, and hla postoffice address
Am Us s!sm121
Vfltt
tor and publisher. After holding va- is East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
a4, vr rea4 KB
M BC tot! Z
swrts
SIM
f
Ulmxt.
rious etate and local offices he was
U7 Mil pi H H
Dated this 3rd day of August, 1914.
kett.
returned to congress in 1906 as a
LORENZO DElGADO,
t
democrat,
j
Clem
tbelr hall on Sixth staeet
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Have you A gviest from out of town?
Did you ertertain
friends?
yoir
Have yovi esk.ii item of interest ?
Do you want
information
dvnce
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial room"
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Heve you property for sale?

Do you weoit work or help?

Heve you lost something?
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PEACE TREATIES IN SENATE
13. Secretary
Aug.
Washington,
Bryan's peace treaties with the Netherlands and Norway were reviewed today by the senate. They provide for
commission of Inquiry before resort to
arms In International disputes which
ordinary resources of diplomacy fall to
make.

PINCHOT ENGAGED
tele-graSan Francisco, Aug. 13. In a
to Fremont Older of this city
Glfford Pinchot, the progressive ReadOld Taylor Whlsltey and Sherwood
er, announced today his engagement
to' Miss Cornelia Bryce. daughter of Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
General Lloyd Bryce of Flushing, Ll
Club breakfast every day. Hotel
I., formerly minister to the

LOCAL NEWS

P.omalne.

-

SATURDAY'S

CHOSEN FOR COUNDELEGATES
TO BE
TY CONVENTION
HELD SATURDAY

PEACHES FOR PRESERVING

$1.00 ffi

Economy
i .2 Oal.

wit jars

Quart

Cal.
Quart

Married, Wednesday evening, August 12, by the Rev. Norman Skinner,
Miss May Henry to Mr. James Saxton.

Pint

Pint

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

fresh fruits and

The Baptist Ladles' Aid will hold a
bake sale Saturday, August 15. Adv.

Masons
1- -2

JELLY GLASSES
STONE JARS AND CROX

A. H. Smiley has purchased the residence at 909 Gallinaa avenue belonging to Oscar Linberg.

STEARNS' STORE,

vegetables on

the market.

JOHN II. YORK
GROCER

meeting
The regular
of the local lodge of Loyal Order of
Moose will be held this evening at 8
o'clock in Woodman hall.

AND

semi-monthl- y

Good

Juan de Dios Lucero applied at the
court house this morning for bounty
on seven coyotes killed last month
near Chaperito. This is the largest
number reported for some (ime.

APPLES

BAKER

J

LAUNCH SENT OUT TO
WARN SMALL CRAFT

buys any suit In the house,
except blue serge, for there days only, THE PRESENCE OF TWO GERMAN
14th to 17th. We must make room for
CRUISERS NEAR SAN FRANour fall line. Come in and reap the
CISCO AWAKENS FEARS
harvest. Taichert's Clothing store.
Adv.
San Francisco, Augt, 13. A launch
from the American cruiser South DaThe regular meeting of the city kota put to sea today presumably to
council, scheduled to occur tomorrow warn small craft from the harbor that
evening, has been postponed for one neutrality must be strictly observed
week, owing to the holding of primar and that they will not be permitted
ies of both the republican and demo to get into communication with the
cratic parties at the city hall.
two German cruisers
Leipzig and
Nurenburg, now lying off the head.
A marriage license was Issued this
A launch carrying newspaper men,
a
a. photographer and the German con-smorning to Donaclano Chavez and
Tolato of Tecoolte. The groom
was permitted by the Leipzig to
limbs. He makes his living by riding send a man aboard last night to de
limbs. He makes his llvng by riding liver newspapers and interview the
around this city and begging. His commander.
46
Is
bride
years of age.
It was understood by the chamber
of commerce today that the cruiser
The remains of the late Nick Dillon Raleigh, now in Mextran waters, bad
arrived this afternoon from Bisbee, received orders last night from WashAriz. The funeral announcement will ington to proceed to San Francisco
be made later as one of the brothers and take up a position where she
has not been able to get here as yet. could command the harbor, as the
The burial services will be under the battleship Florida was ordered to go
direction of the J. C. Johnsen and Son to the New York harbor.
Undertaking company.
$11.95

IHE DA If IS
THE CASH GROCER
iiiiiiiiiiiii::(ii!i:iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiKi!iii;:iiiii!iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiii

Gab-riel-

1 10 POUNDS FOR $1.00
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At all Grooers
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Not "Heavier Than Air
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but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order b sack

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Haliot Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds. Vice President.

i.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
.

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

SEATTLE INVESTI
GATION SAYS HE "TALKS
THROUGH HIS HAT"

WITNESS AT

Last night at the court house the republican primaries for Precinct No.
A large number were
6 were held
enthusiastic meeta
and
very
present
ing was held. Fidel Ortiz, a member
of the board of county commissioners,
was elected temporary chairman and
Susano Montano and Gregorie Gutierrez were chosen as vice presidents.
Eighteen delegates were chosen, to
represent this precinct at the county
convention on Saturday. This is
twice the former number but each
vote,
delegate Is to have only one-hal-f
so that the total number of votes cast
will not be any larger than la former

We have all the

tonight

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Ady.

WE HAVE

rate

THINGS

NAUfiUTY

WAS WELL ATTENDED

MARKET

Mr. Garrettson insisted that the
was too high and Mr. Page took
the opposite view.

COMMISSIONER CALLED

REPUBLICAN PRIMARY

iBMaafTB8Scawa
B. hall

Adv.

COOKING

13, 1914.

Adv.

Regular dance at F.

lb

AUGUST

THURSDAY,

The witness declared the lumber
business was "very bad" owing to
over production, keen competition,
high freight rates and taxes and lack
of organization
among employes
Stricter immigration laws would help
solve the problem of the unemployed,
he asserted.

Seattle, Aug. 12j Sharp exchanges
Garrettson
between Commissioner
NOTICE
and Paul Page, a Buckley, Wash., lime
'
dealer, marked today's session of
Parties leasing state land should
the federal industrial relations contuse every precaution possible to pre- mission.
vent prairie fires which are likely to
Mr. Page frequently criticised the occur this fall and winter, owing to
commissioner's questions, characteriz the unusua growth of grass. Fire
ing one as "bunc" and declaring again guards should be plowed end the
that Mr. Garrettson was "talking grass burned between such guards.
Grass growing in the center of roada
through his hat."
MH, Page
sought to refute testi should be burned and destroyed, aa
mony given yesterday to the effect roads free from grass often make exthat working conditions in logging cellent fire guards.
camps were bad. He insisted that the
men were well fed and housed and
EMERGENCY SHIPPING BILL
yearn
paid as liberally as the business
Several other precincts held pri- would
Aug. 13. House and
Washington,
permit.
maries, last night and all are
Mr. Page senate conferees on the emergency
commissioner
and
The
awaiting the regular county con clashed over, the hospital fee
system shipping bill today reached a comvention next Saturday.
In vogue in' all lumber camps of the plete agreement, recommending to constate. Regular employes are charged gress that foreign built vessels regisWarranty Deed
$1 a month for hospital treatment tered under the act be permitted to
Doroteo Sandoval to Inez Martinez If a man worked
four day's or less he engage in the coastwise trade within
de Sandoval, March 12, 1898, land lu
two years from its passage.
is charged 25 cents.
San Miguel county. Consideration fl.
Maria Antonio Quintana y Montoya,
to Biblan Lujan, July 24, 1913, land
in Precinct 9.
Zenobia V. de Serrano to Alfredo
Geoffrion, August 3, 1914, land near
Tecoolte river. Consideration $215.
Francisco A. Manzanares to Francis
co D. Padilla, March 2, 1914, a piece
of land situated on southern portion
For
best on
today see us.
of the village of El Llano. Consideration $150.
or plain thread. Michelin
Miller Non-Ski- n
K. D. Godall to Marie Olney Good-all- ,
December 24, 1913, lots 8, 9, 10,
and tires and Fiske
and everything needblk. 26 San Miguel Town Co. addition.
Consideration $1.
ed
auto.

TIRES AND TUBES
the market

the

tubes

tires

for the

Quit Claim Deeds

Ed Jackson to Lydla A.- - Houston,
February 28, 1914, lots 13 and 14 blk
23 San Miguel Town Co. addition. Consideration $1.
Matilda J. Harris et al to Lydla
Houston, August 31, 1911, lots 13 and
11 blk. 23 San Miguel Town Co. addition. Consideration $1.
Walter H. May et ux to S. D. May
July 22, 1914, lots 11, 12, 13, 14, blk.
48 Buena Vista addition. Considera
tion $100.

ALL WORK

CONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
A primary convention of the repub
licans of Precinct 29 is hereby called
to meet at 8 o'clock p. ni. on Friday,

August 14, 1914, in the council cham
ber of the city hall in the city of Las
AUTO BARGAIN
DESTITUTE AUERICANS-FEWEVegas for the purpose of selecting 11
For sale; 1913 model six cylinder
delegates from said precinct to the
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
republican
THAN THOUGHT county convention of the
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
party that will be held in the town of
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
Las Vegas on August 15,1914, to se
Adv.
lect delegates from San Miguel counENGLAND NOT OVERRUN, SAYS
ty to the republican state convention
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE
STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING
that will be held in the city of Santa
ON RELIEF
The annual meeting of the stock
Fe on August 24, 1914.
holders of Las Vegas Improvement
By order of the precinct committee.
company will be held Monday, August
JOHN H. YORK, Chairman.
1 ', at 2 p. m. in the offices
London, Aug. 13. In view of the
of the
Aetna Building association In Las Ve nature of the cablegrams reaching
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
CON- Ixindon from the United States the
gas, N. M.
VENTION
committee of American residents Is
F. J. CUTLER, Secretary. Adv.
The democratic voters of precinct
forced to conclude that exaggeration No. 29, are
requested to meet at the
has been made in some cases regard
Las Vegas, Friday night
East
hall,
city
ing the number of Americans report- August 14, at 7:30 for the purpose of
ed stranded and in distress and sup
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
selecting 40 delegates to attend the
Herbert C. democratic county convention at the
posed to be suffering.
Hoover of California, the chairman court house in Las
Vegas, Saturday,
of the committee, said today there
August 15th.. The county convention
"Kitty McKay," with Molly Mclntyre were not more .than 30,000 Americans will be held at said time and said
in the leading role, is in the eighth in England at the present moment
place to select 17 delegates from San
month of its run at the Comedy Thea- who were desirous of returning home:, Miguel county to attend the democrat
"Fully 97 per cent of Ihese," he ic state convention at
ter, New York.
Albuquerque,
Ernita I.ascelles has been engaged said, "are able under the conditions August 17. A
invitation Is
general
now
prevailing to finance themselves extended.
by the Lieblers to be George Arliss'
leading woman In his fifth American and only 3 per cent of the Americans
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE, PREin England in reality are stranded.
tcur In "DiBraell,"
CINCT NO. 29.
"It is my belief that not more than
Maude Hilyard has been engaged
of government
for an Important part In "The Garden $25,000 or $30,000
of Paradise," soon to be produced at money will be required to provide for
r
I
them.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
,.
the Park theater, New York.
I
(
The Llebler company has taken the . "The position of Americans on the
stage rights in Eleanor H. Porter's continent," Mr. Hoover continued, "is
Senate: Met at 11 a. m.
story called "Pollyanna," which bears different, a larger proportion of them
Consideration
of Secretary Bryan's
of
minor reas subtitle "The Glad Book."
being students or others
sources.
When they are able to es- 20 peace treaties was continued in
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
cape from the war territory they will executive session.
Conference managers agree on
be virtually destitute both of cash
FOR SALE Piano, library table, din- and credit The committee, however, amendments to the bill to extend
ing room and other furniture, refri- does not believe that these will exceed American registry to foreign ships.
House: Met at noon.
gerator, kitchen cabinet, typewriter, 10,000 and the number may be much
phonograph, young chickens, chairs smaller. The removal of these people
Debate was resumed on the bill to
and book case. O. C.
lngg, 1003 ifrom the continent Is a problem still regulate water power.
Main.
to be solved."
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CLARANCE SALE
OF

Brass Beds
at nearly cost.

We are going to cut down carrying so many
patterns and have put remarkably low prices
on our stock to move them.

SEE OUR WINDOWS
You can save a $5.00 Billon a bed now.

J. C. JOHNSEN
-

"Complete

Home

& SON

Furnishers."
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Saved by Using

1

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

Interest Paid on
At

of

service

Time Deposits

Ibe Dome of Ibe Best of Everything Eatable

CHASE ft SANBORN'S
TEAS

SOLDIBY YOUR GROCER
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Last Spring while, building our new store our stove warehouse was
damaged by fire. We were then too busy moving, to clean all
these stoves. We have Just cleaned and polished all Stoves and
Ranges damaged by water and will guarantee them the same as
new. Here Is your chance.
$14.75
35 Ranges,
oven, heating closet; worth $25
11 Majestic Ranges,
with water front; worth $G7.50 $47.50

THE GBAAF & HAYWARD C0.ST0RE

o
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD
o Lverytmnjj
Next to Bridge
in Hardware and furniture
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ASK FOR IT

LET US
Clean
or Dye
yourold

14-l-

We are Sole Agents.

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks

An Optic Want Ad Will Get

Garments.
M PLEASE
CAN

YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

What You Want
When You Want It

,

